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LETTER FROM CHAIR

As 2014 comes to an end and the Desert Landscape Conservation 
Cooperative (LCC) looks forward to its fifth year of collaborative 
conservation, there are so many achievements to be proud of, 
particularly the progress that we made in engaging Mexico as a full-time 
partner in the LCC.  This past summer, the Desert LCC held a meeting 
in Mexico, which was critical to advancing our mission and engaging our 
Mexican partners throughout the full LCC geography.

Working internationally to further the mission of the Desert LCC is both 
exciting and rewarding, and it is also a formidable challenge.  Working 
through State Department travel advisories, embassy approvals, and 
complicated travel logistics, all while planning a major meeting from a 
different country and brushing up on our high school Spanish skills had 
our staff and partners working long hours.  Fortunately, persistence 
prevailed and the Desert LCC conducted its first international meeting 
in Aguascalientes, Mexico, in July 2014. Our main goals for this meeting 
were to identify opportunities to collaborate with our Mexican partners, 
enhance coordination and collaboration, improve communication, 
and identify common challenges, shared interests, potential projects, 
informational gaps and technical needs. Just as important, our goals 
included fostering friendships based on trust and shared interests that 
will sustain our efforts to address the impacts of climate change and 
other ecosystem stressors on both sides of the border.

The Spanish colonial city of Aguascalientes was named after the abundance of hot springs located in the region 
and is known as the “land of good people.”  The land of good people could not have been more accurate when 
describing our hosts, the Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes (UAA), and other Mexican organizations and 
individuals that played key roles in supporting the meeting.  Our hosts were friendly, gracious, hardworking and 
sincere in their desire to make the meeting a success.  Under the direction of Dr. Ernesto Flores Ancira (UAA), 

the meeting was an incredible success, with 79 participants representing 44 
different organizations.  Equally impressive was the diversity of backgrounds 
represented and how well everyone worked together.  Scientist, professors, 
students, non-government organizations, state, federal and municipal 
employees, ranchers and farmers all participated with equal enthusiasm 
in our working sessions.  I am happy to say that much was accomplished 
at this meeting and that the Desert LCC was invited back to UAA in 2015 
to continue our work in Landscape Conservation Planning and Design.  We 
look forward to continued collaboration with partners in Mexico, as their 
contributions are invaluable in developing conservation strategies that 
transcend the border.

In closing, I would like to thank all of our hard working partners for their 
time and contributions,  Armand Gonzales for his leadership, and of course 
Genevieve Johnson, Aimee Roberson and Sally Holl for their dedication to 
the Desert LCC.

Sincerely,

Robert Mesta 
Desert LCC Steering Committee Chair 
Sonoran Joint Venture

Robert Mesta, Desert LCC Chair

Robert Mesta and Dr. Ernesto Flores 
Ancira 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Our CMQs address: 

1. Environmental water flows and 
climate change 

2. Monitoring species/processes 
relative to climate change and 
related stressors

3. Grassland/Shrubland restoration 
and management 

4. Physiological stress due to climate 
change 

5. Changing wildfire regimes and 
riparian ecosystems 

6. Reptiles/Amphibians sensitivity to 
climate change

The Desert Landscape Conservation Cooperative (LCC) is a bi-national, self-directed, collaborative, public-
private partnership that collectively impacts landscape conservation in five states across the major desert 
regions of the Southwestern United States and 10 states in Northern Mexico. We provide scientific and 
technical support, coordination, communication and capacity to assist resource managers and the broader 
Desert LCC community in addressing problems that are too large in scope for any one agency, organization, 
or individual to solve alone. We operate on the philosophy that to create lasting results, effective collaboration 
must incorporate both human and ecological considerations.  

In 2014, the Desert LCC made major strides in our contribution to landscape conservation science. 

Highlights

• Developed a core identity that serves as a guide to define 
a common understanding of who we are, what we do, 
why we do it, and how we accomplish our actions.  

• Adopted a vision statement that describes where we, as 
a partnership, want to be in the future.

• Funded 10 applied-science projects in 2014, with a 
total of over $1.2 million provided by the Bureau of 
Reclamation and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the 
leveraged work of our partners.  

• Adopted a Climate-Smart Landscape Conservation 
framework  which showcases how our Critical 
Management Questions (CMQs) and Landscape 
Conservation Planning and Design fits into the work of 
the Desert LCC 

• Defined focal resources from our CMQs, including rivers, 
springs, grasslands, and species vulnerable to climate 
change

• Received over $275,000 in grants and partner funding 
for a Landscape Conservation Planning and Design project to build on the Bureau of Land Management’s 
Rapid Ecoregional Assessments and develop collaborative adaptation responses that are useful and 
implementable by our partners

• Developed our information management and delivery system to coordinate science communication 
platforms and build a catalog inside of the USGS ScienceBase data and information management 
platform

• Began developing the Desert LCC Conservation Planning Atlas
• Increased collaboration with partners in Mexico via our first outreach meeting in Aguascalientes with 79 

attendees from 44 different organizations
• Organized and chaired the 2-day conference track on Landscape Conservation Design at National 

Workshop on Large Landscape Conservation is being held on October 23-24, 2014 in Washington, DC 
(http://www.largelandscapenetwork.org/2014-national-workshop/registration) 

• Hosted the Climate Smart Conservation training workshop in Tucson, AZ
• Hosted 15 public webinars for more than 500 attendees (http://www.youtube.com/user/DesertLCC)

Looking ahead in 2015, our focus will continue to build the capacity to accomplish Desert LCC priorities, 
comprehensively house and leverage our collective products, and communicate our successes.  Priorities for 
the Desert LCC in 2015 are:

• Implementing Landscape Conservation Planning and Design (LCPD) plan, integrating and sharing of 
Bureau of Land Management Rapid Ecoregional Assessment data
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• Creating goals and objectives for our focal resources
• Examining and building on Desert LCC science
• Delivering science and communicating Desert LCC products
• Building the Conservation Planning Atlas
• Incorporating human dimensions (cultural values and social networks associated with conservation)
• Engaging Tribal partners
• Supporting translation to continue engagement with Mexican partners

Our 2015 efforts require a focus on the relationships between our partnership and the progress toward shared 
objectives. By showcasing how the Desert LCC can have greater collective impact on our common agenda for 
solving problems, we can provide a unique forum to assemble the skills and resources necessary for success.

Extent of Desert LCC Partnerships
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INTRODUCTION

The Desert LCC is a bi-national, self-directed, collaborative, public-private partnership that collectively impacts 
landscape conservation in five states across the major desert regions of the Southwestern United States and 
10 states in Northern Mexico. Established in 2011, we are one of 22 such cooperatives functioning as a network 
to develop a coordinated, science-based response to climate change and other landscape-scale stressors 
on land, water, human, cultural and wildlife resources. The Desert LCC area includes the Mojave, Sonoran, 
and Chihuahuan deserts, grasslands and valley bottoms, isolated mountain ranges, and large river systems, 

ranging in elevation from near sea level to more than 10,000 feet.

The Desert LCC is one of two landscape conservation cooperatives 
that are jointly led by the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).  Genevieve Johnson 
(Reclamation) serves as the Coordinator, Aimee Roberson (USFWS) 
serves as the Science Coordinator, and Sally Holl (USGS) serves as 
the Data Coordinator for the Desert LCC.  

This year, we also welcomed the assistance of several students: 
Amanda Webb, Andrew Wickhorst, and recently graduated Victoria 
Stengel.  Amanda Webb and Andrew Wickhorst are Graduate 
Research Assistants at the University of Arizona.  They help organize 
and manage information for our Critical Management Question teams 
and Working Groups, including creating bibliographies of relevant 
data sources, developing and scheduling webinars, and updating 
Desert LCC project data.  Amanda is currently working on a project 
for CMQ 5 on fire effects and riparian management.  Andrew is 
completing a literature review and synthesis of the physiological 
effects of climate change on multiple species in the Desert LCC for 
CMQ 4.  Victoria Stengel is a Geographer in the Data and Spatial 
Studies section of the USGS Texas Water Science Center, Austin, 
TX. Her graduate studies included Geocomputation, LiDAR, remote 
sensing, surface hydrology modeling, and water policy. Victoria 
helps organize and manage information for our GIS Working Group, 
including our popular webinar series.  She assists the Desert LCC 
with mapping, data entry, and webinar coordination.  These folks 

work diligently, often behind the scenes, for the Desert LCC helping webinar and meeting support, Google 
Drive, Confluence, ScienceBase, and note-taking.  Without them, we would not have achieved the successes 
described in this annual report.

The VISION of the Desert LCC is resilient landscapes capable 
of responding to environmental challenges and supporting 
natural and cultural values for current and future generations.

The MISSION of the Desert LCC is to use collaborative 
partnerships to provide scientific and technical support, 
coordination, and communication to resource managers and 
the broader Desert LCC community to address climate change 
and other landscape-scale ecosystem stressors.  

The GOALS of the LCC are to support, facilitate, promote and 
add value to landscape-scale conservation to build resource 
resilience in the face of climate change and other ecosystem 
stressors through the following strategic efforts:

Genevieve Johnson,  Aimee Roberson, and 
Sally Holl 

Amanda Webb and Victoria Stengle 
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•	 Collaboration	and	CommuniCation 
Promote and facilitate collaboration and communication among conservation partnerships 
and entities to support and add value to their efforts to respond to climate change and 
other stressors and to integrate scientific information into resource management plans and 
conservation projects.

•	 SCienCe	development	and	delivery	
Identify science needs of LCC partners related to climate change and ecosystem stressors at broad 
spatial scales, and facilitate the development, integration and application of scientific information 
(including decision support tools) that will inform resource management decisions.  

•	 monitoring	and	evaluation 
Provide expertise and opportunities to enhance and add value to climate change and other monitoring 
programs of various partners through such activities as coordinated data collection, data analysis and 
information management, and data dissemination, when such actions are mutually agreed to by the 
partners involved.

•	 outreaCh	and	eduCation 
Provide information and application tools that educate and apprise resource managers and the public 
about the effects of climate change and ecosystem stressors. 

Our Approach and Operational Philosophy
The Desert LCC is working to collectively impact the sustainable management of our cultural and environmental 
resources by bridging the gaps between different sectors and disciplines. We operate on the philosophy that 
to create lasting results, effective collaboration must incorporate both human and ecological considerations.  
To support this process, we have increased and leveraged our human and financial resources for conservation 
efforts that reflect the priorities of our partnership.  Our teams and working groups are identifying barriers 
to effective collaboration, and we share experiences so that we can effectively develop management tools 
and science that allow mangers to respond to a changing climate and other landscape-level stressors.  By 
identifying opportunities to coordinate and integrate the efforts of our separate organizations and conservation 
initiatives, we strengthen and magnify our ability to have collective impact on our desert landscape in a way 
that matters to people.

Special Thanks to Key Partners
The Desert LCC is successful because of the remarkable work and dedication of our partners.  We want to 
thank each and every person who contributed to the efforts of this partnership, including the members of the 
Steering Committee, all the working groups, and the CMQ teams.  It takes time and resources to participate on 
calls and to travel to meetings and the success of our partnership depends on it – many thanks to all who have 
made the effort to show up and contribute their knowledge, expert opinion, concerns, and ideas to advancing 
the goals of the Desert LCC.

Some of our partners went above and beyond the call of duty and 
deserve special recognition. Robert Mesta (Sonoran Joint Venture) 
not only served as vice-chair of the Steering Committee, but was also 
instrumental in kicking off the Mexico Working Group and the Tribal 
Working Group.  Jim Weigand (BLM) provided outstanding leadership 
and support to the Desert LCC through his efforts on our CMQ 6 team.  
He worked diligently to build lasting relationships with partners in 
Mexico to advance conservation of reptiles and amphibians and was 
instrumental in carrying the message of what the Desert LCC is doing 
to others throughout the region.  Carol Beardmore (Sonoran Joint 
Venture) not only co-chairs the Science Working Group, but led two 
CMQ teams for the second year in a row! Carol’s dedication to the CMQ 
2 and 4 teams have been instrumental in advancing their goals. Duane Pool and Jim Weigand at Desert 

LCC meeting  
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2014 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Dr. Ernesto Flores Ancira (Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes), 
Juan Carlos Guzman (Chihuahuan Desert Grassland Alliance), Sergio 
Avila and Maggie Trinkle (Sky Island Alliance), and Tahnee Robertson 
(Southwest Decision Resources) ensured that our first Mexico meeting 
was a success.  Juan Carlo Guzman introduced us to Dr. Flores and 
helped us build the invitation list for the meeting by sharing contacts 
from his grassland conservation network. In this way, the Desert LCC 
showcased the way LCCs can build on existing partnership and meet 
multiple partner objectives.  Dr. Flores served as a local host for our 
meeting and went out of his way to make sure we had the facilities 
and supplies we needed for a successful meeting.  He made sure all 
participants felt welcome and worked with colleagues in the area to 
arrange for a spectacular field trip to a working ranch.  Sergio Avila 
and Maggie Trinkle spent many hours arranging travel and lodging for 
many of the participants.  In addition, Sergio served as a translator 
and interpreter which greatly improved impromptu communications 
and logistical planning efforts.  Tahnee Robertson volunteered her services as a facilitator to help plan the 
agenda and facilitate the meeting

In 2014, the Desert LCC’s Steering Committee, Working Groups, and CMQ teams met regularly to move our 
mission and goals forward.  The following is a compilation of some of the key accomplishments of the Desert 
LCC and our partners.  We share these with admiration and gratitude to all who have contributed to the Desert 
LCC’s successful year.

Collaboration and 
Communication
In 2014, Reclamation and 
USFWS provided $731,131 
in project funding.  Despite 
decreases in budgets, the 
Desert LCC successfully 
funded 10 applied-science 
projects to meet shared 
needs of our partnership. 
Leveraging the work of our 
partners, who contributed 
almost $500,000, we were 
able to provide a total of 
over $1.2 million dollars in 
science funding (see figure).

Sally Holl, Sergio Avilas, Genevieve 
Johnson, Aimee Roberson and Tahnee 
Robertson in Aguascalientes, Mexico
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Climate-Smart Landscape Conservation 
In June, the Steering Committee approved a Climate-Smart Landscape Conservation framework to evaluate 
how our activities fit into and contribute to the steps of conservation planning.  Climate-Smart Conservation: 
Putting Adaptation Principles into Practice1 looks at how climate change is affecting wildlife and habitats, and 
addresses how resource managers will need to prepare for and adapt to these unprecedented changes.  This 
guide was developed by a broad collaboration of experts from federal, state, and non-governmental institutions 
and was adapted to fit the needs of the Desert LCC. 

The following set of key characteristics, as described in Climate-Smart Conservation, collectively defines a 
climate-informed approach to conservation.

•	 Link actions to climate impacts. Conservation strategies and actions are designed specifically to 
address the impact of climate change, in concert with other existing threats; actions are supported by 
an explicit scientific rationale.

•	 Embrace forward-looking goals. Conservation goals focus on future, rather than past, climatic and 
ecological conditions; strategies take a long view (decades to centuries) but account for near-term 
conservation challenges and needed transition strategies.

•	 Consider broader landscape context. On-the-ground actions are designed in the context of broader 
geographic scales to account for likely shifts in species distributions, to sustain ecological processes, and 
to promote collaboration.

•	 Adopt strategies robust to uncertainty. Strategies and actions ideally provide potential benefits 
across a range of possible future conditions to account for uncertainties in future climatic conditions and 
ecological and human responses to climate shifts.

•	 Deploy agile and informed management. The cycle of conservation planning and resource 
management should continuously incorporate new information and be dynamically adjusted to 
accommodate uncertainty, take advantage of new knowledge, and cope with rapid shifts in climatic, 
ecological, and socioeconomic conditions.

•	 Minimize carbon footprint. Strategies and projects minimize energy use and greenhouse gas 
emissions; and sustain the natural ability of ecosystems to cycle, sequester, and store carbon.

•	 Account	for	climate	influence	on	project	success. Considers how foreseeable climate impacts may 
compromise project success; generally avoids investing in efforts likely to be undermined by climate-
related changes unless part of an intentional strategy.

•	 Safeguard people and nature. Strategies and actions enhance the capacity of ecosystems to protect 
human communities from climate change impacts in ways that also sustain and benefit fish, wildlife, 
and plants.

•	 Avoid maladaptation. Actions taken to address climate change impacts on human communities or 
natural systems do not exacerbate other climate-related vulnerabilities or undermine conservation goals 
and broader ecosystem sustainability.

The purpose of using the Climate-Smart Landscape Conservation framework is to “mainstream” adaptation 
into our existing activities (see figure below).  This framework provides the path for how all the Desert LCC 
activities collectively provide a scientifically and culturally informed suite of climate-smart adaptation actions 
that can be implemented by our partners to sustain ecosystem function and services for people and wildlife 
across the landscape.

1 Stein, B.A., P. Glick, N. Edelson, and A. Staudt (eds.). 2014. Climate-Smart Conservation: Putting Adaptation Principles 
into Practice. National Wildlife Federation, Washington, D.C. 
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The Climate-Smart framework will help the Desert LCC:

• Clearly define our priority resources and associated conservation goals, objectives, and targets.
• Ensure that the interests of our partners are inter-related to Desert LCC activities and goals to achieve 

collective impact.
• Outline the connections between our working groups to ensure integrated effort and collective impact.
• Create a clear framework to ensure our activities (including identification of science needs and pilot 

projects) fit into the Desert LCC vision, mission and goals.
• Help collectively identify possible solutions and prepare for changes on the landscape.

Desert LCC activities in a Climate-Smart Landscape Conservation framework
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Focal Resources
Adopting the Climate-Smart framework led to formally acknowledging focal resources for the Desert LCC 
during our Steering Committee meeting in August 2014. Each focal resource was derived from our Critical 
Management Questions and the past science funded by the Desert LCC.  These resources include:

• rivers and streams with their associated riparian ecosystems, 
• springs and seeps, 
• grassland ecosystems, and 
• species vulnerable to climate change (including herpetofauna).  

Landscape Conservation Planning and Design
In April 2014, the Desert LCC explored the opportunity to create a Landscape Conservation Planning and 
Design (LCPD) project. Landscape design integrates societal values with ecological goals, using science to 
provide a variety of scenarios that describe where conservation can best be achieved. It results in a science-
based spatially-explicit product that identifies targets and measurable objectives of interest to partners and 
assesses current and projected landscape patterns and processes. 

Several partners, including the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), discussed what a LCPD project could 
look like for the Desert LCC and identified additional opportunities for collaboration.  In May, the Desert LCC 
Science Coordinator Aimee Roberson submitted “Desert LCC Landscape Conservation Planning: Foundation and 
Pilot Designs Building from Bureau of Land Management’s Rapid Ecoregional Assessments” to U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Office of the Science Advisor Request for LCC Proposals.  Our proposal, which also leveraged 
$75,000 from BLM- Arizona, was selected for funding.  This will bring an additional $275,000 to the Desert 
LCC partnership to fund our capacity to build on existing efforts like the Bureau of Land Management’s Rapid 
Ecoregional Assessments (http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/more/Landscape_Approach/reas.html). 

The Desert LCC process will:

• produce spatially explicit data and information about focal resources, chosen by the Desert LCC 
partners; 

• seek to understand the effects of climate change and other landscape stressors on natural resources; 
• integrate social and economic information to understand what these resources might look like in the 

future; and
• look at specific focal areas to develop collaborative adaptation responses that are useful and 

implementable by our partners.

Core Identity & Vision Statement
In April 2014, the Steering Committee approved the Desert LCC’s 
core identity which serves to create a strong, engaging culture for our 
partnership and as an internal guide to define a common understanding 
of the partnership.  This document clearly articulates who we are, what 
we do, and why we do it and how we accomplish our actions. 

Developing our core identity also highlighted the need for a Desert 
LCC vision statement. The Desert LCC’s mission statement and goals 
were developed in 2011 and have worked well to guide the Desert LCC.  
However, the Steering Committee noted the need for a vision statement 
at the December 2013 meeting to help focus the LCC in future endeavors 
and describe where we, as a partnership, want to be.  Our vision statement is an aspirational description 
of what the Desert LCC would like to achieve in the future.  It provides the missing link for strategically 
connecting our mission and goals to actions that allow us to communicate how successful we are in meeting 
shared objectives.  In 2015, the Desert LCC will work towards developing shared objectives that address the 
difference between where we are (current status) and where we want to be (vision and goals)

Jeff Raasch, Desert LCC vice-chair, 
presenting at LCC Network meeting

http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/more/Landscape_Approach/reas.html
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In December 2014, the Desert LCC adopted the following vision statement: Resilient landscapes capable of 
responding to environmental challenges and supporting natural and cultural values for current and 
future generations.

Special thanks go to the Steering Committee members Dana Roth (USFWS), Jim Leenhouts (USGS), Louise 
Misztal (Sky Island Alliance), and alternate member Esther Rubin (Arizona Game and Fish Department) for 
their work in developing the vision statement.

Changing Leadership
In August, the Steering Committee elected a new Chair, Robert Mesta (Sonoran Joint Venture), and Vice-chair, 
Jeff Raasch (Texas Parks and Wildlife Department).  We thank our out-going Chair, Armand Gonzales (California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife), for his service and leadership in guiding the LCC over the past two years.

Collaboration with Partners in Mexico
The Desert LCC hosted our first meeting in Mexico, July 8-10, 2014. Seventy-nine people from 44 different 
agencies and organizations in the U.S. and Mexico met at the Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes to build 
an international foundation for the Desert LCC partnership that allows us to inform and coordinate conservation 
efforts for priority ecosystems in the U.S. and Mexico. 

The meeting was held at the 
University of Aguascalientes 
campus, under the guidance of 
Dr. Ernesto Flores Ancira. The 
meeting provided an opportunity 
to focus on how the Desert LCC 
works towards collaborative 
conservation and climate-smart 
landscape conservation planning 
and design. There was significant 
acknowledgement that landscape 
scale stressors on the environment 
(such as climate change) require 
collaborative partnerships with 
shared goals across juridical boundaries, both nationally and internationally, to ensure sustainability of natural 
and cultural resources. 

Workshops held on the second day included a focus on terrestrial ecosystems; stream and spring ecosystems; 
and geospatial data. This allowed participants to share ideas about international pilot projects for conserving 
ecosystems and to identify possible solutions to the challenges of conducting collaborative, trans-boundary 
conservation.

The last day was a field trip to Hacienda Cienega de Mata, Lagos de 
Moreno, Jalisco. The historic hacienda built in the late 17th century is one 
of the five largest in Mexico and at one time grazed about 100,000 cattle 
on over 400,000 hectares. A tour of the rangeland provided an excellent 
opportunity to further understand grassland ecosystems and to develop 
relationships with key partners in Mexico.

Outcomes of the meeting include binational project ideas and specific 
action items, such as recruiting critical partners from Mexico, overcoming 
language and communication barriers, and working towards consistent 
monitoring and data sharing methodologies among our binational 
partners.  Additional outcomes from this meeting include: 

Banner at the Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes

David Palumbo (Reclamation) speaking 
at the Universidad Autónoma de 
Aguascalientes
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• Dr. Adrián Quero,  Colegio de Postgraduados, traveled to the US to present his work on native grassland 
restoration techniques at our Steering Committee meeting in Santa Fe, NM.  Dr. Quero also showcased 
the work of the Desert LCC during his presentation at the Mexican Society for Rangeland Management 
in Puerto Vallarta and why it is important to interact on both sides of the border.  

• Anny Peralta (Conservación de Fauna del Noroeste, A.C., La Paz, BCS ) along with Hector Avila 
(Ecosistemica, A.C., Aguascalientes, AGU)   and Jim Weigand (BLM)created a poster on the work of 
Critical Management Question 6 team (Reptiles/Amphibians sensitivity to climate change).  Anny 
presented this work at the November Mexico Herpetology Society meeting in Aguascalientes, Mexico.  
Many people congratulated the Desert LCC for its focus on collaborative research.  Anny mentioned that 
this outreach was very important in reaching Mexican herpetology experts who can help advance the 
Desert LCC’s conservation goals.

• Over 25 new members joined the Desert LCC working groups, greatly expanding our ability to identify 
and address conservation needs in Mexico.

• We received an international commitment for the Desert LCC’s Landscape Planning and Design project 
and an invitation to return to the University of Aguascalientes in 2015.

Workshop participants in Aguascalientes, Mexico

Field trip to working ranch lands in Jalisco, Mexico
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The Desert LCC’s first meeting in 
Mexico was a great opportunity for 
the Commission for Environmental 
Cooperation (CEC) to share our 
conservation work in the Mexico-US 
border region and across North America 
with passionate experts from Mexico and 
the US. The CEC is currently supporting 
conservation in the Big Bend-Río Bravo 
region as well as a continent-wide North 
American Grasslands Alliance.  Both 
these initiatives are making an impact by 
doing restoration work and monitoring 
in key regions; and sharing information 
among a wide network of partners, 
including government, academia and civil 
society. 

We also received a lot of interesting 
feedback from participants. Members 
of the CEC Big Bend-Río Bravo working 
group, made up of US and Mexican 
land and resource managers, received 
recommendations from experts who had 
similar concerns in their own regions, 
and learned about strategies used across 
the Desert LCC region. All this will 
contribute to the CEC’s development of 
future work in the region.

The CEC also agreed to contribute to 
the Desert LCC’s data sharing and 
management program, and we are 
looking forward to strengthening 
collaboration with the Desert LCC on 
increasing landscape-scale conservation 
efforts across North America. 

- Catherine Hallmich, CEC

The CEC is an intergovernmental 
organization created by Canada, 
the United States and Mexico under 
the North American Agreement on 
Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC). 
The CEC was established to address 
regional environmental concerns, 
help prevent potential trade and 
environmental conflicts, and promote the 
effective enforcement of environmental 
law. The Agreement complements the 
environmental provisions of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement.  For 
more information, visit www.cec.org. 

La reunión de Colaboración 
Transfronteriza llevada a cabo bajo la 
Cooperativa de Conservación del Paisaje 
Desértico (LCC) en Aguascalientes, 
México, me dejó en general muy buenas 
experiencias. 

Considero que fue esencial realizar el 
análisis de la problemática entorno a 
la conservación y uso sustentable de 
los recursos naturales, la identificación 
de las necesidades de conocimiento 
y la lluvia de ideas sobre las áreas de 
oportunidad. Este ejercicio debería de 
realizar periódicamente  en conjunto, 
con el objetivo de enriquecernos de las 
perspectivas de los demás actores y 
conocer nuevos hallazgos. 

La reunión también me permitió conocer 
los esfuerzos que otras organizaciones 
están desarrollando sobre variados 
temas a lo largo del desierto y a ambos 
lados de la frontera, así como conocer 
a nuevos actores y entablar nuevas 
relaciones de trabajo. 

Algo que llamó mucho mi atención de la 
reunión, es el trabajo que el DLCC realiza 
en sus tres coordinadores. El trabajo 
coordinado interinstitucional hacia un 
mismo objetivo siempre ha sido un gran 
reto, el DLCC muestra que es posible.

Estamos atentos en conocer más sobre 
el plan de trabajo del DLCC y encontrar 
juntos, las mejores formas en las que 
cada organización pueda colaborar. 

– Iris Banda  Villanueva, Pronatura 
Noreste A.C.

Pronatura Noreste A.C. is 
nongovernmental, nonprofit organization 
created in 1998 by an Executive 
Board of Trustees committed to 
nature conservation. Its mission is the 
conservation of flora, fauna and priority 
ecosystems of northeastern Mexico to 
promote the development of society 
in harmony with nature.  For more 
information, visit www.pronatura-noroeste.
org. 

Read two perspectives about our meeting from our international partners below.

www.cec.org
www.pronatura-noroeste.org
www.pronatura-noroeste.org
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The LCC Network and Climate Science Centers
The Desert LCC has actively promoted national collaboration and coordination with the LCC Network and 
the Southwest and South Central Climate Science Centers.  In 2014, the Desert LCC coordinators assisted 
in developing the LCC Network Strategic Plan and the LCC Network Science Plan.  The Strategic Plan (www.
lccnetwork.org/strategic-plan) articulates a path to achieving the LCC Network’s vision and mission for the next 
five years.  The plan identifies goals, objectives and example tactics in the areas of conservation strategy, 
collaborative conservation, science and communications. It builds on existing work with the Network and 
serves as a companion document to individual LCC strategic, science, operational, and other plans.

The Science Plan supports the Science Goal of the Network Strategic Plan.  It describes priority science and 
technical needs that transcend 
LCC geographies and add value to 
individual LCC efforts. The Science 
Plan is organized in seven thematic 
areas: (1) Landscape Conservation 
Planning, (2) Landscape 
Conservation Design, (3) Climate 
Adaptation, (4) Data Management, 
Integration, and Sharing, (5) 
Socioeconomic and Cultural Values, 
(6) Science Communication and 
Delivery, and (7) Monitoring. Each 
theme contains an aspirational 
statement that describes what 
the Network is striving toward, a 
description of the issue’s scope, 
the fundamental question it is 
addressing, and specific objectives 
with associated action items and 
deliverables.

The Desert LCC Science Coordinator, Aimee Roberson, organized and chaired the Landscape Conservation 
Design track for the 2014 National Workshop on Large Landscape Conservation in Washington D.C.  The track 
included 16 presentations focused on the different phases of landscape conservation design across the LCC 
Network, as well as the unique challenges and opportunities faced by international and island LCCs.  The 
track concluded with a World Café interactive session on landscape conservation design co-led by Genevieve 
Johnson. This event provided over 600 participants 
the opportunity to share ideas on the challenges and 
opportunities that lie ahead in implementing large 
landscape conservation, as well as the most effective tools, 
strategies and science available to inform these initiatives. 
Secretary Sally Jewell was a keynote speaker at this 
event, and noted that LCCs were part of an “epic era of 
collaboration.”   

The Desert LCC also worked closely with the Climate 
Science Centers (CSC) in 2014.   Both CSCs presented at 
the Desert LCC meetings to ensure open communication 
and understanding between LCC and CSC partners.  The 
Southwest Climate Science Center committed to assisting 
the Desert LCC with our Landscape Conservation Planning 
and Design project and the South Central CSC committed 
to serving on our Tribal Working Group.  In response to LCC 

Partners working on the LCC Network Strategic Plan and Science Plan

Dr. Kim Winton, South Central CSC, presenting at 
Desert LCC meeting

www.lccnetwork.org/strategic-plan
www.lccnetwork.org/strategic-plan
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needs, the South Central CSC also emphasized projects that blend social and natural sciences in their grant 
competition. By working together, we can ensure that climate science meets the needs of our many partners 
and build additional capacity for learning and knowledge exchange

Science Development and Delivery
In coordinating the relationships, processes, and capacity to successfully answer our Critical Management 
Questions, we rely on our partners to work in interdisciplinary, multi-organizational teams that engage 
managers and experts from various sectors of the conservation community.  Developing these “applied-science 
think tanks” has increased the capacity needed for integrated problem-solving among diverse partners. These 
focused efforts are producing information and decision support tools that resource managers need to address 
large scale stressors, such as climate change. These teams are working together to:

• assess and understand needs related to the CMQs; 
• develop and support opportunities to collaborate on new applied-science research; 
• develop and advance new science products and decision support tools; and 
• inform and communicate with a broad group of managers and experts throughout this process.

In 2014, the Science Working Group and Critical Management Question Teams adapted the Climate-Smart 
Conservation framework to fit the needs of the Desert LCC.  As part of this effort, members also provided 
significant input into the Landscape Conservation Planning and Design project.  Each group continues to 
explore best methods and information pertinent to our focal resources, which guides our work and funding 
each year.

Science Working Group and Critical Management Question Team members, from left to right, back row: John Arnett, Wayne 
Robbie, Maaike Schotborgh, Jeff Bennet, Jon Karges, Jeff Raasch, Carol Beardmore, Alfonso Sanchez-Munoz, Duane Pool, 
Noe Santos, Jim Weigand, Gerardo Bezanillo.   Front row: Suzan Klein, Julie Shapiro, Dana Roth, Debra Hughson, Sally 
Holl, Aimee Roberson.
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CMQ 1

What are successful strategies 
and methodologies for 

evaluating and implementing 
recommendations for 

environmental flows and 
associated water levels? How 

can managers effectively 
integrate information into 

these recommendations about 
hydrologic responses to climate 
change and the influence of this 

on ecosystems and species?  
What are viable management 
options to increase resiliency 

of ecosystems and species and 
help them adapt to climate 

change?

Critical Management Question 1: Environmental Water Flows and 
Climate Change
The interactions of climate change, water management, habitat and 
human needs are highly complex, and these issues are pervasive 
across the Desert LCC.  The challenges and solutions vary based 
on the scale, setting, and goals of each particular situation. While 
there have been many efforts to date that establish water need 
requirements to support healthy ecosystems, consideration of climate 
change introduces new challenges and uncertainties. Water is a 
precious commodity in desert environments, and a changing climate 
is likely to further strain the resource. 

The CMQ 1 Team, led by Aimee Roberson (USFWS) and Ken Nowak 
(Reclamation), is focusing on strategies and methodologies for 
evaluating environmental flows and providing recommendations that 
integrate information related to climate change.  In 2015, the team 
will continue their efforts on the Landscape Conservation and Design 
Project, as well as plan a water conservation workshop for the Rio 
Grande. 

Science Funded in 2014 to meet CMQ 1 Needs

Environmental Flows Database (University of Arizona – Water 
Resources Research Center and Northern Arizona University)

Projected water deficits mean land and water managers must be proactive in their management of rivers and 
shallow aquifers if they want to maintain the ecosystems dependent upon them. To manage these resources, 
managers and decision makers need easy access to the best techniques available for determining how 
much water ecosystems need. This project will result in a Desert LCC-wide database of environmental flow 
needs and responses (environmental water demands) to help water and land managers make management 
decisions.  This project will identify critical data gaps in flow need and flow response data in the Desert LCC 
(especially related to base flow dependent streams) and result in a user-friendly, one-stop-shop for managers 
and researchers on existing data on flow needs and responses in the Desert LCC. The geo-spatial database of 
environmental water demands for riparian and aquatic species and ecosystem flow needs and responses will 
aid managers in identifying areas and species where more data are needed and additional studies and research 
should be conducted. This database will build upon the existing Arizona Environmental Water Demands 
Database created by the Water Resources Research Center (see https://wrrc.arizona.edu/Environmental-
Water-Needs-Assessment), which was originally compiled to determine the state of knowledge in Arizona for 
environmental flow needs and the responses of riparian and aquatic ecosystems to flow alteration.

The Desert LCC is 
expanding The Arizona 
Environmental Water 
Needs Assessment 
Report and Methodology 
Guidebook to our 
full geography. This 
database provides 
a compilation of 93 
Arizona environmental 
flows studies, an 
evaluation of research 
methodology, a decision 
tree to help identify 
appropriate methods 
for future studies, and 
recommendations for 
future work.

https://wrrc.arizona.edu/Environmental-Water-Needs-Assessment
https://wrrc.arizona.edu/Environmental-Water-Needs-Assessment
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Supporting Partners:

Bureau of Reclamation, 
Lower Colorado River 
Multiple Species 
Conservation Program

International Boundary and 
Water Commission, United 
States and Mexico

Minute 319 Monitoring 
Program for the Colorado 
Delta

Universidad Autónoma de 
Baja California

GeoSystems Analysis

Supporting Partners:

The Nature Conservancy
Minute 319 Environmental 

Flows Team
Minute 319 Monitoring 

Program for the Colorado 
Delta

Sustainability and Vulnerability of Colorado River Delta Riparian Habitat under Different Climate 
Change, Environmental Flow, and Agricultural Water Management Scenarios (Sonoran Institute)

Despite the lack of surface flows, the Colorado River riparian corridor in 
Mexico has proven to be ecologically resilient. Floods in the 1980s and 
90s in the region brought back large swaths of native riparian habitat, 
which still persist today in some areas along the river. The riparian, 
marsh, and open-water areas found in Reach 4 provide critical habitat 
for both migratory and resident riparian bird species, many of which 
are protected species or are targets for continent-wide conservation 
plans. Due to its ecological importance, the riparian corridor and Reach 
4 in particular have been designated as conservation priorities by a 
binational team of U.S. and Mexican government officials, conservation 
organizations, and scientists. 

Because the historic floodplain is extremely important for agricultural 
production and therefore the local economy, habitat maintenance 
must be integrated with continued utilization of lands and water for 
this purpose. This project will use surface (HEC-RAS) and groundwater 
(MOD FLOW) models for Reach 4 of the Colorado River in Mexico to 
determine the extent of the riparian corridor that will maintain aquatic habitat and support native riparian trees 
(primarily Fremont cottonwood, Goodding’s willow, and coyote willow). Models will help determine how depth 
to groundwater varies due to: I) environmental flows (base and pulse flows), 2) contributions of agricultural 
return flows, and 3) increase in groundwater utilization for irrigation. Project results will provide a decision-
making support tool for water managers in the US and Mexico, and will provide a framework for analysis of 
other river reaches in the US and Mexico. 

Water Delivery Data and Model Integration for Restoring Ecological Health to the Colorado River 
Delta (Environmental Defense Fund)

In February 2014, taking action to implement a 2012 U.S.-Mexico 
agreement on the Colorado River, known as Minute 319, International 
Boundary and Water Commissioners (IBWC) Edward Drusina and Roberto 
Fernando Salmon Castelo announced plans to move forward with a 
one-time pulse flow (a release of water into the Colorado River channel 
below the last dam on the River) as well as a five-year commitment by a 
coalition of Non-Governmental Organizations to deliver base flow water.  

Minute 319’s 
environmental 
water deliveries to 
the Colorado River 
Delta are intended to restore native riparian habitat along 
the river corridor, where invasive non-native salt cedar 
has displaced the native willow and cottonwood trees 
that provide habitat for the delta’s 380 bird species and 
other wildlife.

This project will integrate data and models (IDM) to 
create a user-friendly tool for predicting the hydrologic 
and ecological responses to pulse flows released into the 
Colorado River Delta under varying climate conditions. 
Building on the results of the environmental flow 
demonstration in the Colorado River Delta (defined in 
Minute 3 I 9), the IDM will integrate scientific data in a 
rapid, unified manner to assist decision makers as they 

Laguna Grande during the Minute 319 Pulse Flow on the 
Mexico side of the Colorado River. Photo Credit: Andy 
Pernick (Reclamation)
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CMQ 2

What species and ecological processes 
are sensitive to climate change and other 
large scale stressors and/or threats (e.g., 

water management, invasive species, 
altered fire regime, wind erosion) and can 

be effectively monitored to understand 
the overall effects of these stressors on 
ecosystems, habitats, and species, thus 
helping managers detect, understand, 

and respond to these changes? What are 
the best monitoring designs and protocols 

to detect changes to these processes 
and species at temporal and geographic 

scales suitable for providing adequate and 
reliable metrics?

consider the results achieved under Minute 3 I 9 to inform future binational negotiations. The IDM will be 
developed within the existing management framework for implementing Minute 319, and will provide:

1) a synthesized and easy-to-navigate view of the scientific lessons learned from the 2014 pulse flow, and 2) a 
tool that considers information gained during 319 actions and links such information to hypothetical pulse flow 
scenarios of varied timing, duration, flow rate, peak flow, flow recession, delivery points and size to projected 
outcomes for flow-dependent abiotic and biotic resources.  The IDM is anticipated to significantly improve 
binational decision-making as resource managers from both the U.S. and Mexico consider ecological responses 
of Colorado River Delta ecosystems

Critical Management Question 2: Monitoring Species/Processes 
Relative to Climate Change and Related Threats/Stressors
Monitoring of species and processes is required to 
understand the effects of threats/stressors on species 
and ecosystems, effectiveness of management actions, 
and whether the selected monitoring targets are effective 
indicators of change. Due to limitations on human and 
financial resources, the species and processes to be 
monitored must be carefully selected. 

Led by Carol Beardmore (Sonoran Joint Venture) and 
Esther Rubin (Arizona Game and Fish Department), the 
CMQ 2 Team built on the list of threats and stressors 
related to climate change selected in 2013.  The team 
conducted an exercise with Mexican participants to review 
past work and to incorporate additional stressors affecting 
resources on both sides of the border.  

The following list of stressors for the Desert LCC, including 
input from Mexican participants (in blue text) was 
approved for the Desert LCC: 

• Fires and fire suppression
• Habitat shifting and alteration
• Drought 
• Indirect ecosystem effects (fragmentation and isolation) 
• Temperature extremes
• Invasive, nonnative/alien species 
• Dams and water management/use 
• Renewable energy 
• Storms and flooding 
• Livestock, farming and ranching
• Agriculture and forestry effluents/pollution
• Mining and quarrying
• Logging and wood harvesting

The team also began working closely with other CMQ teams to 
describe specific pressures for our focal resources, including 
exacerbating factors and how much a pressure matters for 
each ecosystem type.  In 2015, the team will determine the 
best indicators for a given pressure and habitat type and which 
indicator metrics are currently being measured to maximize 
efficiencies. These indicators will help determine baseline conditions for resources to evaluate the effects of 
climate change and other stressors and to monitor the effectiveness of management actions in the future.

Carole Beardmore, CMQ 2 Team co-leader, 
instructs participants in Aguascalientes, Mexico 
on how to prioritize ecosystem stressors.
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CMQ 4

What species will be impacted by 
physiological stress due to climate 

change (e.g., temperature, water) and to 
what extent? What adaptation strategies 
might be applied to lessen the impact?

CMQ 3

What and where are the greatest threats 
to native desert grassland and shrubland 

conservation targets (e.g., endangered species, 
migratory birds, other species of concern)? 
Where are desert grassland and shrubland 

habitats resilient and where are priority areas 
with high potential for restoration? What are the 
most appropriate management and restoration 
techniques for desert grassland and shrubland 
habitats for conservation targets, site-specific 

conditions (e.g., soil type, precipitation, 
elevation, slope, invasive species), and socio-

economic constraints?

Critical Management Question 3: Grassland and Shrubland 
Management
Arid grasslands and shrublands are vital 
ecosystems within the Desert LCC and stretch 
from Canada to Mexico.  Guided by Duane Pool 
(Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory and Juan 
Carlos Guzman (Chihuahuan Desert Grassland 
Alliance), the CMQ 3 Team has worked to 
improve understanding of the definition and 
locations of grasslands that are resilient or 
have high potential for restoration and to 
identify related information gaps to improve 
the sustainable management of grasslands and 
shrublands through integrated conversations 
with managers and scientists.

Science Funded in 2014 to meet CMQ 3 
Needs

A Synthesis of In Situ Grassland Status, 
Vulnerability, Threats, Programs and Capacity for North America’s Desert Grasslands (Rocky 
Mountain Bird Observatory)

Recent assessments of the world’s and North America’s ecosystems have all identified grasslands among 
the most threatened habitats on the planet (Hoekstra et al 2005). Many plans have been developed that 
provide spatially explicit mapping, vulnerability and risk assessments, and prioritization for portions of the 
desert grasslands (i.e. CEC Grassland Priority Conservation Areas, INEGI, WWF and TNC Ecoregional Plans). 
In isolation these plans provide useful guidance to land managers and program administrators. However, for 
the conservation community to better understand the scope and scale of work necessary to have meaningful 
and lasting benefits we must first understand the amount and distribution of habitat within the grassland 
ecosystems. Bringing this type of information together under a single framework and making it more accessible 
to managers will benefit conservation design for grassland ecosystems and species. 

This project synthesizes the array of existing state and regional habitat inventories, plans, targeting tools, and 
vulnerability assessments to provide an overall view and assessment of conservation need and capacity for the 
desert grasslands of North America.  The project will identify:

1. the location, quantity, and quality of desert grasslands, 
2. the regional risks associated with loss or degradation of grasslands, 
3. the vulnerability of those grasslands and the species that depend on them to environmental and climate 

stressors, 
4. where and what types of programs or partnerships exist on the landscape to address system stressors 

and implement further conservation programs, and 
5. the capacity for conservation of entities supporting the landscape to understand the magnitude of risk 

compared to the capacity for conservation actions.

Critical Management Question 4: 
Physiological Stress of Climate Change
The CMQ 4 Team, led by  Carol Beardmore (Sonoran Joint 
Venture) and Teresa Lewis (USFWS), is identifying emerging 
science and working towards developing management 
strategies to ameliorate the impacts of physiological stress 
on key species. With the assistance of graduate student 
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CMQ 5

Under what conditions or circumstances 
are changes in wildfire regimes (e.g., 

frequency, size, and severity), influenced 
by climate change, land use practices, 

and invasive species, likely to have 
significant impacts on the biodiversity 

and ecosystem function and services of 
riparian ecosystems? What management 

practices might be most effective for 
addressing changing wildfire regimes in 

riparian systems?

Supporting Partners

Saint Francis University 
Northern Arizona University 
University of New Mexico 

Bureau of Reclamation, Albuquerque and 
Phoenix Area Offices 

Bureau of Land Management, Tucson Field 
Office 

Tonto National Forest 
Graham County Arizona Cooperative 

Extension  
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Andrew Wickhorst, the team is conducting a literature review to determine which species/species groups will 
be impacted by physiological stress due to climate change.  Next, they will develop and perform a vulnerability 
analysis on these species/species groups to determine which of these species will be most vulnerable and host 
a workshop with managers and physiology experts to develop appropriate management strategies.    

Science Funded in 2014 to meet CMQ 4 Needs

Physiological Effects of Climate Change on Species Location within the Desert LCC (University of 
Arizona)

Understanding the physiological impacts of climate change on arid lands species is a critical step towards 
ensuring the resilience and persistence of such species under changing temperature and moisture regimes. 
Varying degrees of vulnerability among different species will largely determine their future distributions in the 
face of climate change. Studies have indicated that Northern Mexico and the Southwestern United States are 
likely to become climate change hotspots, experiencing significantly drier and warmer average conditions by 
the end of the 21st century. However, relatively few studies have examined specifically the physiological effects 
of climate change on species inhabiting this region. This project provides a synthesis of peer-reviewed papers 
related to the physiological stress of climate change on species and/or species groups present within the Desert 
LCC geography.  The information will serve to inform researchers, land managers, conservationists, and others 
who wish to play a role in preserving the rich biodiversity of our desert ecosystems

Critical Management Question 5: 
Changing	Wildfire	Regimes	and	
Riparian Habitat Management
Trends suggest increasing fire size, frequency, and severity 
in riparian ecosystems in the Desert LCC region could affect 
a range of ecosystem services due to altered ecological 
structure, function, and resilience. While other partnerships 
and efforts are focused on changing wildfire regimes in 
upland ecosystems, there has been relatively little focus on 
this issue in riparian ecosystems.  The Desert LCC is filling 
this knowledge gap through the efforts of our CMQ 5 team, 
guided by Mark Kaib (USFWS) and Mark Briggs (World 
Wildlife Fund).

Science Funded in 2014 to meet CMQ 5 Needs

Fire-smart Southwestern Riparian Landscape Management and Restoration of Native Biodiversity in 
View of Species of Conservation Concern and the Impacts of Tamarisk Beetles (Texas A&M University)

In regulated rivers of the Southwest, reduced flooding 
and the invasion of tamarisk contributes to accumulation 
of greater fuel loads and increased riparian fire 
frequency.  As a result, some desert riparian areas, 
historically considered barriers to wildfire, have been 
converted into pathways for wildfire spread. Fire-smart 
management strategies are needed to protect sensitive 
riparian species and reduce fire risk from increased 
fire frequency due to interactions of climate change, 
tamarisk invasion, and tamarisk beetle activity. Fire 
niche simulations will be used to project impacts of fire 
frequency and climate change,  which can be used to 
highlight areas of the Desert LCC where Southwestern 
Willow Flycatcher, Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo, and 
northern Mexican gartersnake may be the most and 
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CMQ 6

What are the species of 
amphibians and reptiles that 
are currently considered not 
vulnerable but are likely to 

experience negative changes 
in their population sizes and/or 
extents of distribution due to 
future changes in climate, fire 

regime and water availability in 
the Southwestern deserts?

least susceptible to habitat loss from changes in fire and climate regimes.  Broad scale climatic niche models of 
northern and subtropical tamarisk beetles will be developed to assess future risk of invasion of tamarisk beetles 
into new riparian areas of the Desert LCC. Decision support tools will be developed for planning cottonwood/
willow riparian woodland restoration which can mitigate against increased fire susceptibility and restoration 
strategies will be designed for the selected species of concern

This project will develop decision support tools and maps for fire-smart southwestern riparian landscape 
management and restoration for Southwestern Willow Flycatcher, Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo, and the 
northern Mexican gartersnake to mitigate potential habitat loss due to fire risk from climate change, tamarisk 
invasion, and tamarisk beetle activity.

Fire Effects and Management in Riparian Ecosystems of the Southwestern U.S. and Mexico 
(University of Arizona)

Lowland riparian ecosystems constitute a tiny fraction of total land area in the southwestern United States, 
yet are extremely important to human livelihoods and biotic communities in the services they provide.  
Southwestern riparian ecosystems are vulnerable to projected climate change toward hotter and drier 
conditions and increasing frequency and severity of wildfire which could have drastic and potentially irreversible 
effects on biota and ecosystem function in these critical areas.  This literature review will summarize 
and synthesize the state of the knowledge of wildfire and prescribed fire effects on abiotic processes and 
vegetation, and post-fire rehabilitation in lowland riparian areas within the Desert LCC.  This review will also 
identify important data gaps for understanding the effects of changing fire regimes in riparian areas which will 
be used to inform future work in the Desert LCC.

Critical Management Question 6: Amphibians 
and Reptiles and Vulnerability to Climate 
Change
Herpetofauna provide an excellent indicator of changes to functioning 
of desert wetlands and uplands, particularly in regard to climate, 
fire, vegetation, and water supply. Departures in historical ranges 
and populations of common or widespread reptiles and amphibians 
are likely to be sensitive to cumulative effects of climate change and 
human alterations of desert landscapes

Led by Jim Weigand (BLM), the CMQ 6 Team is engaging a robust 
network of experts to identify how land and resource management 

affects vulnerability of herpetofauna and their 
habitats; and provide recommendations for 
actionable adaptive management to reduce 
vulnerability resulting from climate change, 
altered fire regimes, and water availability.  
The team is working with partners to 
specifically promote citizen science inventories, 
monitoring, and research that continuously 
inform the vulnerability assessments.

In 2014, USFWS sponsored a funding 
opportunity focused on vulnerability 
assessment of amphibians and reptiles in 
support of CMQ 6. Three proposals with 
different methodologies were submitted 
and the review panel saw an opportunity 
to compare and contrast these different 
methodologies and their results.  In the spirit 

Members of the GIS Working Group in Santa Fe, NM August 2014. 
From left to right: Daniel Pearson, Tom Burley, Victoria Stengel, 
Claire DeVaughan, and Sally Holl.
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of collaboration that is at the heart of LCCs, the principal investigators for the three proposals were asked 
to work together and agreements are currently being developed to carry out this work. The results of this 
project will provide valuable information about which methodologies are most effective for future vulnerability 
assessments for other taxonomic groups in the Desert LCC.

Information, Data and Tools
GIS Working Group
The Desert LCC GIS Working Group, comprised of geospatial experts from U.S. and México, serves the Steering 
Committee, Science Working Group, and Critical Management Question Teams.  This group works to:

• Ensure good data management planning for the partnership.
• Assist with implementation of our Data Management Plan.
• Make recommendations on sharing spatial data.
• Provide advice as to what can be done with spatial data to answer questions.
• Provide technical support and service.

In 2014, the Desert LCC began implementing Data Management Recommendations. This allows the partnership 
to implement data management best practices based on LCC Network guidance and establish workflows for 
documenting and delivering LCC-funded projects.  We also provide a platform and training for LCC stakeholder 
s to discover and collaborate on GIS data, and that delivers project metadata and products.

Key accomplishments include: 

• Established an authoritative, publicly-accessible master data catalog on Sciencebase.gov, including 
project metadata, geospatial locations and boundaries for all projects

• Improved access to Desert LCC products via Profile Pages on the Desert LCC website (http://www.usbr.
gov/dlcc/science/products.cfm). 

• Established a presence on data.gov in collaboration with USGS Fort Collins Science.
• Student Courtney Roe (Austin Community College) created a Desert LCC Project Highlights story map, 

available at: http://tinyurl.com/kbxzbes.  This effort combines interactive maps and content to showcase 
the work of the Desert LCC and our partners across the landscape. Once finalized, it will be incorporated 
into the Desert LCC webpage.

• Volunteer for Science Matthew Rice (Austin Community College) helped produce a Desert LCC Map 
Poster Series depicting watersheds, land cover, political boundaries, available at https://www.sciencebase.
gov/catalog/item/54873eafe4b02acb4f0c8724.

• Mitchell Hannon (Trust for Public Land) shared GIS data production and delivery practices with Sally Holl 
during a site visit in Santa Fe, NM.

• José Luis Ornelas (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía - INEGI) hosted Sally Holl and Juan 
Carlos Guzman (Chihuahuan Desert Grassland Alliance) for a visit to the national headquarters office in 
Aguascalientes, México in June. Seven INEGI staff specializing in surface water, groundwater, soils and 
vegetation data gave presentations about their data; learned more about Desert LCC; and were invited 
to participate with our GIS Working Group

• Volunteer for Science Carlos Garcia (University of Texas at Austin) helped establish a webinar request 
system to host and record webinars for more than 500 Desert LCC partners.

Projects Funded in 2014 to meet GIS and Data Needs

Several multi-faceted, collaborative data management and production efforts kicked off in 2014, which will 
further help the Desert LCC achieve data access and management goals. 

ScienceBase Tools: Desert LCC Data Management and Delivery 

A team at the USGS Fort Collins Science Center is working closely with the Desert LCC Data Coordinator to 
implement a suite of six web-based software tools that build on the ScienceBase.gov Desert LCC Master Data 

http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/science/products.cfm
http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/science/products.cfm
http://tinyurl.com/kbxzbes
https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/item/54873eafe4b02acb4f0c8724
https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/item/54873eafe4b02acb4f0c8724
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Catalog established in 2014 and investments by the National Climate Change and Wildlife Science Center, 
Climate Science Centers and the LCC Network. The end result is better data management and improved data 
integrity as well as streamlined processes, meaning less duplication of effort and improved efficiency. For 
example, scientists submitting proposals for Desert LCC-supported projects will now have access to tools to 
create a Data Management Plan and DLCC Coordinators will now have a way to report, track and manage 
project information from cradle-to-grave. 

Desert LCC Land Cover Map Pilot 

In 2013 CMQ teams identified the need for a 
comprehensive, U.S.-México binational land cover 
map of the Desert LCC landscape at the scale 
appropriate to ensure informed resource management 
decisions.  To address this need, Miguel Pavón (Texas 
Natural Resource Information System), Victoria 
Stengel and Sally Holl (USGS Texas Water Science 
Center), in close coordination with the GIS Working 
Group, Desert LCC Science Working Group, and 
Desert LCC partners, are heading up production 
of a Desert LCC Land Cover Pilot Map. Desert LCC 
science depends on access to trans-boundary base 
data sets. Given the importance of vegetation such 
as grasslands and riparian vegetation in conservation 
science, a bi-national, landscape-scale vegetation 
data layer with classes relevant to Desert LCC 
research is crucial. 

There are several vegetation and land cover datasets 
either completed or under development that span 
all or part of the Desert LCC region. However, there is still a need for a vegetation map that meets the spatial 
resolution, binational integration, and extent requirements for addressing critical management questions within 
the Desert LCC. The goal of this project is to deliver a 30-meter resolution, binationally-integrated seamless 
dataset for selected test sites, document methods and accuracy assessments, create a classification scheme, 
and write a proposal for future work needed to produce a map for the entire Desert LCC area geography.

Desert LCC Conservation Planning Atlas

Desert LCC has received support from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of the Science Advisor, to 
work with Conservation Biology Institute (CBI) to design, develop, and deliver a new Conservation Planning 
Atlas (CPA; http://dlcc.databasin.org) in English and Spanish that enhances the management of natural and 
cultural resources by making it easier to discover and explore spatial information from multiple sources, create 
interactive maps, generate queries and reports, download data, collaborate on specific topics, and export 
information. This support is intended to address social and technical barriers to collaboration and negotiation 
for stakeholders (local, state, federal, and national agencies, universities, non-profits, tribes, and industry) 
which impede progress towards developing solutions to landscape-scale natural resource challenges within and 
between LCCs. The Desert LCC Data Coordinator is working with neighboring LCCs to link their respective CPAs 
and in 2015, will focus on designing the CPA and populating it with information.

Jose Luis Ornelas (third from left) and his staff of natural 
resources data specialists hosted Sally Holl (fourth from 
left) and Juan Carlos Guzman (not pictured) at INEGI, the 
Mexican national geospatial data agency, in Aguascalientes.

http://dlcc.databasin.org
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION

Ecological Changes in Aquatic Communities in the Big Bend Reach of the Rio Grande: Synthesis 
and Future Monitoring Needs (USGS - Utah Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit and Utah State 
University)

In 2010, President Barack Obama and then Mexican 
President Felipe Calderon agreed that the Big Bend reach 
of the Rio Grande flows through one of the largest and 
most significant ecological complexes in North America. 
However, as a result of upstream dams and diversions 
and invasive vegetation that lines its banks, the Rio 
Grande is not the river it used to be. Given the continued 
pressure on freshwater resources, remediating pressures 
on native biota in desert rivers will likely require coupled 
management of flow regimes and active restoration efforts 
(e.g., Barrett 2004; Propst et al. 2008). Basic monitoring 
of riparian vegetation communities and other biological 
resources has been conducted on the river (Moring 2002); 
however, a synthesis of knowledge and models linking 
biological data to knowledge of altered physical processes 
is lacking. There is a need to understand how alteration 
of physical processes on the Rio Grande River have impacted aquatic biota and their habitats, and a need 
to predict potential future effects of climate change on biotic resources in order to prescribe research and 
management activities that will enhance conservation of aquatic species.

This project will develop monitoring recommendations and identify research needs for aquatic ecological 
resources in the Big Bend region of the Rio Grande.  This project will collect and synthesize available data on 
aquatic communities in the Big Bend region and combine this available data with a review of relevant literature 
to develop models that link biotic dynamics with physical processes. The outcome of this work will inform 
future monitoring of aquatic resources in the project area and improve understanding of aquatic resources and 
their interaction with physical processes operating in the Big Bend region.

The Desert LCC significantly increased educational webinars this year.  Webinars covered a variety of topics, 
including understanding physiological impacts of climate change on amphibians and birds, using biodiversity 
as a metric of ecosystem resilience, using National Map Products, applying ecosystem services modeling, 
and developing environmental flow decision support systems. For more information about these educational 
webinars, please visit our YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/DesertLCC or link to the channel on 
our website, http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/.

Local Governments Working Group
The Desert LCC Local Governments Working Group discusses local government activities and perspectives 
related to landscape-scale conservation, and helps disseminate relevant science and information that helps 
meet LCC goals (for more information about this group, please visit our website http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/
partners/wg/local-gov.cfm).   Special thanks to Gerry Hillier (QuadState Local Governments Authority) and 
Howard Hutchinson (Coalition of Arizona/New Mexico Counties) for attending numerous meetings and 
contributing their time and effort in ensuring this unique collaborative group moves forward.

Rio Grande Ecohydrology Study, Photo Credit Jeff 
Bennett, Big Bend National Park

http://www.youtube.com/user/DesertLCC
http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/
http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/partners/wg/local-gov.cfm
http://www.usbr.gov/dlcc/partners/wg/local-gov.cfm
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LOOKING AHEAD

In 2014, the Local Governments Working Group established 
a work plan that outlines goals and activities that will guide 
our actions for the next few years.  Priorities of this plan are 
to provide best management practices for local communities 
in conserving priorities resources, linking climate and weather 
data to on-the-ground management needs, strengthening 
communication efforts, and engaging local governments in 
landscape conservation planning and design to incorporate 
social, cultural, and economic values of our priority resources.

Mexico Working Group
The Mexico Working Group worked in 2014 further engage the 
10 Desert LCC Mexican States as partners in the collaborative. 
This group, led by Robert Mesta (Sonoran Joint Venture) 
and Adrián Quero (Colegio de Postgraduados), is supporting 
the identification and prioritization of Mexican science needs 
related to climate change and developing strategies to fulfill bi-national climate change conservation initiatives. 
The Mexico Working Group was instrumental in coordinating our meeting in Aguascalientes, Mexico.  In 2015, 
the team will help the Desert LCC prepare for another international meeting and how to best integrate bi-
national interests in aquatics, riparian, grasslands, and GIS discussions.

Large-scale change requires broad cross-sector coordination.  Components necessary for leading to powerful 
landscape conservation results include a common agenda, shared measurement systems, mutually reinforcing 
activities, continuous communication, and backbone support organizations. The Desert LCC has worked to 
create the infrastructure and processes that will produce true coordination of partnership goals.  Looking ahead 
in 2015, our focus will continue to build the capacity to accomplish Desert LCC priorities, comprehensively 
house and leverage our collective assets, and communicate our successes.  Priorities for the Desert LCC in 
2015 are:

• Implementing Landscape Conservation Planning and Design (LCPD) project, integrating and sharing of 
Bureau of Land Management Rapid Ecoregional Assessment data

• Creating goals and objectives for our focal resources
• Examining and building on Desert LCC science
• Delivering science and communicating Desert LCC products
• Building the Conservation Planning Atlas
• Incorporating human dimensions (cultural values and social networks associated with conservation)
• Engaging Tribal partners
• Supporting translation to continue engagement with Mexican partners

Our 2015 efforts require a focus on the relationships between our partnership and the progress toward shared 
goals and objectives defined through our LCPD project and by building on past work. The Desert LCC will 
continue to form our partnership through coordination and support of our extensive working groups and teams.  
The financial support of Bureau of Reclamation and USFWS provides dedicated staff to plan and support 
the Desert LCC.  By funding the backbone support needed to accomplish our work, we can leverage the 
incalculable time and knowledge of our partners to ensure we, as a collaborative group, assemble the skills and 
resources necessary for success.

Gerry Hillier presents to the Steering Committee in 
Santa Fe, NM August 2014
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Madera Canyon, Rio Grande. Photo Credit: Daniel Pearson, USGS
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APPENDIX 1: DESERT LCC PARTNERS

MEMBER ALTERNATE AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
Armand Gonzales Whitney Albright California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Benjamin Tuggle Dana Roth U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carol Klopatek Fort McDowell Nation

Chip Lewis William Walker Bureau of Indian Affairs

Duane Pool Arvind Panjabi Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Fon Duke Russell Scofield Desert Managers Group

Grant Buma Johnny Hill Colorado River Indian Tribes

Jeanne Higgins Bob Davis U.S. Forest Service

Jeff Raasch (vice-Chair) Texas Parks and Wildlife

John Longworth Mike Johnson New Mexico State Engineers Office

John Stewart California Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs

Jon Sjoberg Cris Tomlinson Nevada Department of Wildlife

Jim DeVos Joyce Francis Arizona Game and Fish Department

Jim Leenhouts Dave Busch U.S. Geological Survey

Julie Decker Tom Pagacnik Bureau of Land Management

Keisha Tatem Natural Resources Conservation Service

Louise Misztal Jenny Neeley Sky Island Alliance

Margarita Caso Instituto Nacional de Ecología y Cambio Climático

Mary Gustafson Jeff Raasch Rio Grande Joint Venture

Robert Mesta (Chair) Geoffrey Geupel Sonoran Joint Venture

Sharon Pinto Bureau of Indian Affairs, Navajo

Stephanie Dubois Pam Benjamin National Park Service

Tony Madrigal Kurt Russo Native American Land Conservancy

Terrance Fulp David Palumbo Bureau of Reclamation

Steering Committee

Science Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
Aaron Wilkerson Bureau of Land Management

Abe Springer Northern Arizona University

Andrew Rhodes Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas

Breton Bruce U.S. Geological Survey

Carol Beardmore U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Deborah Finch U.S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station

Debra Hughson National Park Service

Esther Rubin Arizona Game and Fish Department

Jeff Bennett National Park Service

Jeff Johnson Southern Nevada Water Authority

James Weigand Bureau of Land Management

John Bradford U.S. Geological Survey

Juan Carlos Guzmán Aranda Alianza Regional para la Conservación de Pastizales DCH (Chihuahuan Desert 
Grassland Alliance)

Kelly Brooks Southern Nevada Water Authority

Ken Nowak Bureau of Reclamation

Lisa Soo Bureau of Land Management

Margarita Caso Instituto Nacional de Ecología y Cambio Climático (INECC)

Mark Briggs World Wildlife Fund

Matt Levias Chemehuevi Tribe

Megan Bean Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Paul Miller National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, River Forecast Center

Sergio Avila Sky Island Alliance

Seth Shanahan Southern Nevada Water Authority

Teresa Lewis U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Wayne Robbie USDA Forest Service

CMQ Team 1: Environmental Water Flows and Climate Change

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Abe Springer  Northern Arizona University

Aimee Roberson (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Science Applications

Alfredo Rodríguez World Wildlife Fund, Mexico

Andrew Hautzinger U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Refuges

Barb Ray U.S. Geological Survey, National Geospatial Program, Southwest Region 
Director’s Office

Bret Bruce U.S. Geological Survey, Southwest Region

Bob Davis (Steering Committee 
sponsor) U.S. Forest Service, Southwest Region

David Palumbo (Steering 
Committee sponsor) Bureau of Reclamation

Debra Hughson National Park Service, Mojave Desert parks

Jeff Bennett National Park Service, Big Bend National Park and Rio Grande Wild and 
Scenic River
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Jeff Johnson Southern Nevada Water Authority

Jessica Fraver Arizona Land and Water Trust

Jose Davila Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)

Keely Brooks Southern Nevada Water Authority

Kelly Mott Lacroix University of Arizona, Water Resources Research Center

Ken Nowak (Chair) Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder Canyon Operations Office, River Operations 
Group

Maaike Schotborgh Wildlife Habitat Council

Martin Parga Castillo URDERALES de los Muncipios de Meoqui, Julimes y Rosales

Noe Santos Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder Canyon Operations Office, River Operations 
Group

Paul Miller National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, River Forecast Center

Roberto Rodriguez Ingeniero en Ecología

Roberto Mendoza Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo Leon

Ryan Nicholas U.S. Forest Service, Tonto National Forest

Seth Shanahan Southern Nevada Water Authority

Sharma Hammond Torrens Arizona Land and Water Trust

Sonja Kokos Bureau of Reclamation

Wayne Robbie U.S. Forest Service,  Southwest Region

CMQ Team 2: Monitoring Species/Processes Relative to Climate Change and Related 
Threats/Stressors

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Armand Gonzales (Steering 
Committee sponsor) California Fish and Wildlife Department

Aaron Wilkerson Bureau of Land Management

Arvind Panjabi Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Bill Radke U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Refuges

Bret Bruce U.S. Geological Survey, Southwest Region

Carol Beardmore (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

Charlotte Reemts The Nature Conservancy, Texas

Claire Aslan Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Dana Roth (Steering 
Committee sponsor) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Science Applications

Enrique Carreon Hernandez Protección de la Fauna Mexicana, A.C.

Esther Rubin (Chair) Arizona Game and Fish Department

Héctor Ávila H. Ayuntamiento de Aguascalientes
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Ken Nowak Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder Canyon Operations Office, River Operations 
Group

Laurie Simons U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Lisa Soo Bureau of Land Management, Arizona

Lisa Williams The Nature Conservancy, Texas

Luis Felipe Lozano Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)

Megan Bean Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Miguel Ángel Díaz Castorena Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT) - 
Delegación Zacatecas

Rich Kostecke The Nature Conservancy, Texas

Stephen Davenport U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fisheries

Teresa Lewis U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

CMQ Team 3: Grassland and Shrubland Management 
MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Abraham Diaz Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes

Abraham de Alba Avila Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales Agricolas y Pecuarias 
(INIFAP)

Adrián R. Quero Carrillo Colegio de Postgraduados

Arvind Panjabi Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Duane Pool (Chair) Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Enrique Carreon Hernandez Protección de la Fauna Mexicana, A.C.

Ernesto Flores Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes

Gerardo Arturo Bezanilla 
Enriquez Universidad Autónoma de Chihuahua

Greg Levandoski Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Irene Riva Icabao Universidad Automata Nuevo Leone

Jeff Bennett National Park Service, Big Bend National Park and Rio Grande Wild and 
Scenic River

Jeff Raasch Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Jesus Meraz Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes

Jim Weigand Bureau of Land Management

Juan Carlos Guzmán Aranda Alianza Regional para la Conservación de Pastizales DCH (Chihuahuan 
Desert Grassland Alliance)

Julie Mikolajczyk Arizona Game and Fish Department

Julio Carrera Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)

Jurgen Hoth Fundación Biósfera del Anáhuac

Ken Boykin New Mexico Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, New Mexico State 
University
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Lisa Soo Bureau of Land Management, Arizona

Maaike Schotborgh Wildlife Habitat Council
Mary Gustafson (Steering 
Committee sponsor)

Rio Grande Joint Venture

Michael Margo USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service

Nancy Hernández Rodríguez IMC Vida Silvestre

Paulette Ford U.S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station

Ray Lister Bureau of Land Management, Las Cruces District, New Mexico

Rebecca Jones California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Robert Mesta (Steering 
Committee sponsor) 

Sonoran Joint Venture

Rosemary Pendleton U.S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station

Wayne Robbie U.S. Forest Service, Southwest Region

CMQ Team 4: Physiological Stress of Climate Change 

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Andrew Wickhorst University of Arizona

Blair Wolf University of New Mexico

Carol Beardmore (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

Dylan Schwilk Texas Tech University

Gary Roemer New Mexico State University

George Koch Northern Arizona University

James Stolberg Bureau of Reclamation

John Arnett Department of Defense - Luke AFB

John Bradford U.S. Geological Survey

Kerry Griffis-Kyle Texas Tech University

Mary Gustafson (Steering 
Committee Sponsor) Rio Grande Joint Venture

Roberto Mendoza Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo Leon

Teresa Lewis (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

CMQ Team 5: Changing Wildfire Regimes and Riparian Habitat Management 
MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Aaron Wilkerson Bureau of Land Management

Barbara Satink Wolfson Southwest Fire Consortium – Joint Fire Science Program

Bruce Jones Desert Research Institute
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Jose Carlos Marquez Isais Recursos Sustentables, Biodiversidad y Cultura, A.C.

Erica Stewart Bureau of Land Management

Jamie Nielsen Tamarisk Coalition

Joseph Lujan U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Julie Decker (Steering 
Committee sponsor) Bureau of Land Management

Ken Boykin New Mexico Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, New Mexico State 
University

Lisa Soo Bureau of Land Management

Louise Misztal (Steering 
Committee sponsor) Sky Island Alliance

Mark Briggs (Chair) World Wildlife Fund

Matt Brooks U.S. Geological Survey

Mark Kaib (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Southwest Region

Richard Gatewood Big Bend National Park

Ryan Nicholas U.S. Forest Service, Tonto National Forest

CMQ Team 6: Amphibians and Reptiles Vulnerable to Climate Change

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Alfredo Rodríguez World Wildlife Fund, Mexico

Anny Peralta Conservación de Fauna del Noroeste

Barry Sinervo University of California, Santa Cruz

Benjamin Tuggle (Steering 
Committee sponsor) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Brian Sullivan Arizona State University

Dan Leavitt Arizona Game and Fish Department

Esther Rubin (Chair) Arizona Game and Fish Department

Héctor Ávila-Villegas Ecosistemica, A.C., Aguascalientes, AGU 

Bruce Jones Desert Research Institute

Jim Weigand (Chair) Bureau of Land Management, California State Office

John Karges The Nature Conservancy, Texas

Kerry Griffis-Kyle Texas Tech University

Ken Boykin New Mexico Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, New Mexico State 
University

Laura Patterson California Fish and Wildlife Department

Robert Fisher U.S. Geological Survey
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Administrative Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Dana Roth U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

John Longworth New Mexico State Engineers Office

John Stewart California Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs

Louise Misztal Sky Island Alliance

Mary Gustafson U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Rio Grande Joint Venture

Pam Benjamin National Park Service

Robert Mesta U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

Russell Scofield Desert Managers Group

Communications Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Jennifer Duberstein U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

John Stewart California Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs

Meredith Fleener California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Peter Soeth Bureau of Reclamation

Robert Mesta U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

GIS and Data Management Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Amy Duffy Western Regional Partnership

Barbara Ray U.S. Geological Survey

Bruce Jones Desert Research Institute

Carol Ostergren U.S. Geological Survey

Christian Black U.S. Air Force

Claire DeVaughan U.S. Geological Survey

Cynthia Wallace U.S. Geological Survey

Daniel Pearson U.S. Geological Survey

Delbert Humberson International Boundary and Water Commission

Drew Decker U.S. Geological Survey

Duane German Texas Parks and Wildlife

Duane Pool Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Eric Wood U.S. Geological Survey Eros Data Center, Climate and Land Use Change 
Mission Area /Native American Tribal Liaison

Fon Duke Desert Managers Group

Joyce Francis Arizona Game and Fish Department

Julie Mikolajczyk Arizona Game and Fish Department
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Ken Boykin New Mexico State University

Louise Misztal Sky Island Alliance

Miguel Pavon Texas Natural Resource Information Service (TNRIS) of the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDB)/Texas Borderlands Information Center

Mitchel Hannon The Trust for Public Land

Natalie Latysh U.S. Geological Survey

Ric Riester U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Seshu Vaddey Bureau of Reclamation

Terry Arundel U.S. Geological Survey

Thomas Dinardo U.S. Geological Survey

Tim Kern U.S. Geological Survey

Valda Terauds Bureau of Reclamation

Victoria Stengel U.S. Geological Survey

Local Governments Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Armand Gonzales California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Brian Powell Pima County, Office of Sustainability and Conservation

David Palumbo Bureau of Reclamation

Duane Pool Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Gerry Hillier QuadState Local Governments Authority

Howard Hutchinson Coalition of Arizona/New Mexico Counties

Les Owen New Mexico Department of Agriculture

Rick LoBello El Paso Zoo

Mexico Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Adrián R. Quero Carrillo (Chair) Colegio de Postgraduados

Alejandra Carrera  Máynez Secretaria de Medio Ambiente de Coahuila

Alfredo Rodríguez World Wildlife Fund, Mexico

Andrew Rhodes Espinoza Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)

Anny Peralta Conservación de Fauna del Noroeste

Armand Gonzales California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Arvind Panjabi Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory

Jose Carlos Marquez Isais Recursos Sustentables, Biodiversidad y Cultura, A.C.

Debra Hughson National Park Service, Mojave National Preserve

Gerardo Bezanilla Universidad Autónoma de Chihuahua
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MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION

Héctor Ávila-Villegas Ecosistemica, A.C., Aguascalientes, AGU 
Humberto Berlanga Garcia Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad 

(CONABIO)

Iris Banda Villanueva Pronatura Noreste A.C.

Jeff Bennett National Park Service, Big Bend National Park

Juan Carlos Guzmán Aranda Alianza Regional para la Conservación de Pastizales DCH (Chihuahuan 
Desert Grassland Alliance)

Jim Weigand Bureau of Land Management

Kim Franklin Arizona Desert Museum

Luis Felipe Lozano Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)

Margarita Caso Instituto Nacional de Ecología y Cambio Climático (INECC)

María Eugenia González Ecosistemica, AC

Mary Gustafson U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Rio Grande Joint Venture

Miguel Ángel Díaz Castorena Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT) - 
Delegación Zacatecas

Nancy Hernández Rodríguez IMC Vida Silvestre

Robert Mesta (Chair) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture

Sergio Avila Sky Island Alliance

Seth Shanahan Southern Nevada Water Authority

Tribal Working Group

MEMBER AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
Damion Ciotti U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Dan Meza U.S. Forest Service
Grant Buma Colorado River Indian Tribes
Jill McCormick Cocopah Indian Tribe
Joe Early U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Joe Sims ‘Ahakhav Tribal Preserve
John Stewart California Association of 4-Wheel Drive Clubs
John Nystedt U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Joseph Jojola Bureau of Indian Affairs
Junko Hoshi California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Kim Winton South Central Climate Science Center
Mary-Blair Davenport National Park Service
Robert Mesta U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sonoran Joint Venture
Ruth Thayer U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Sarah Rinkevich U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Stephen (Tony) Overly U.S. Bureau of Land Management
Sue Wotkyns Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals (ITEP)
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Coronado National 
Forest, Arizona.  
Aimee Roberson/
USFWS.

DESERT LCC COORDINATOR
Genevieve Johnson
623-773-6206
gjohnson@usbr.gov

DESERT LCC SCIENCE COORDINATOR
Aimee Roberson
520-670-5008
Aimee_Roberson@fws.gov

DESERT LCC GIS COORDINATOR
Sally Holl
512-927-3512
sholl@usgs.gov

www.usbr.gov/dlcc
www.facebook.com/desertlcc
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www.facebook.com/desertlcc
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